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Lesson 3: Visualisation using Print Composer in QGIS 

 

Introduction 

 

Up until this point, we focused on layer arrangement and the constructions of atlas in the Display 

window of QGIS. The maps made in the Display window are, however, not in a printable format. In 

order to share maps whether it’s a figure image in an article or for researchers and stakeholders 

– one can use the Print Composer tool to add finishing touches and export the maps to other 

formats for printing.  

 

You can create expert and professional maps using tool. It provides the user with a blank map 

canvas to which you can add the constructed map from the Display window. You can use this 

creative tool to add other important features such as the arrow, scale bar, legend, title and map 

inset.  

 

Here is an example of a completed map in Print composer: 

 

 
 

This is an example of an epidemiological map showing details of the endemicity status of soil 

transmitted helminth infections (an intestinal parasitic worm) in local areas of Nigeria1. Can you 

spot all the important features and finishing touches for this map? 

 

Take a look carefully at the image below. We have highlighted all the essential features that should 

be included in a completed map.   

                                                             
1 Source image: Expanded Special Project for Elimination of Neglected Tropical Diseases (ESPEN) 
(http://espen.afro.who.int/countries/nigeria) 
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Remember we constructed an atlas in lesson 2 which showed the LGA prevalence of poverty in 

Nigeria. This lesson continues from where we left off in lesson 2. We are going to use the Print 

Composer to apply the finishing touches and create a printable map for dissemination.  

 

Prerequisites 

 

To attempt lesson 3, you need to have 

downloaded the data sets for lesson 2 and 

gone through its entire manual to have 

produced the following map: 

 

You will need to have saved your progress 

as a project and named it as ‘lesson_2.qgz’ 

 

We are going to load it for this session. To 

load the last (or open an existing) project – 

open QGIS Desktop 3.2.0 and click on the 

Open Project folder icon  located in the 

menu toolbars. Navigate to the file’s location 

and open lesson_2.qgz 

 

Make sure you have the resulting map LGA_Poverty_Prevalence_2010 is active (see above image) 
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Opening Print Composer tool in QGIS 

 

 
 

There are two ways to open the Print Composer tool in QGIS. The first and quickest approach is 

for you to click on the New Print Layout icon   located on the menu’s toolbar. The alternative 

way is to click on the Project tab, then navigate to the New Print Layout and select its tab. 

 

You will be greeted with a small window Create print layout Title which prompts the user to enter 

a unique title for the print layout title. Type in this section: “Prevalence of poverty in Nigeria 

(2010)” and OK to open the Print Composer window. 

 

The image below provides a quick overview of the layout in Print Composer (sections are 

labelled): 
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Now, on the left-hand side of the Print Composer is the Print Layout toolbar. This section allows 

us to add the information we need to create out publication style map. When using this tool – you 

will always be working between the Print Layout toolbar and Print Composer Manager (located 

on the right-hand side of the panel). The latter is used to make further alterations to the 

properties of the map. 

 

Adding the current map from the Display window to Print Composer 

 

 
 

 To add the current map from the Display window to Print Composer – click on the Add new 

map to the layout icon located on the left-hand side in the Print Layout toolbar 

 Click and drag the crosshair cursor on to the map canvas to draw outline of a quadrilateral 
on map canvas (see image below) 

 

 
 

 The image will appear when the crosshair cursor is released. When want to optimise the 
appearance of our image. We can drag the image to the bottom, left-hand corner of the 

map canvas, as well as expand its area a bit by dragging its top-right corner. 
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 We can move the contents as well, and zoom in & out to the image by clicking on the Move 

item content icon  and dragging the map of Nigeria to place. To zoom-in (or out) 

gradually – move the cursor on top the image and hold the CRTL key and scroll with you 

mouse upwards to zoom-in, or scroll downwards to zoom-out. 

 

Now – this is a very important step! We have to lock the image in place otherwise, any 

changes done in the Display window will be reflected in the Print Composer. This can be done 

in the Print Manager section on the right-hand side panel. Here, you will see three tab labelled as 

Layout, Item Properties and Guides. Click on Items Properties and follow these steps: 

 

 Under Layers check the tick box for Lock layers, and then check the tick box for Lock styles 

for layers as well 

 Scroll down in Item Properties and mark the tick box for Frame to apply borders around 
the map (default colour: black). You can choose to increase line’s thickness to 0.40 mm 
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 To complete edits to the added map – there is a panel called Items located at the top of 
the Print Manager panel. This list features added to the map canvas – right now, we only 

have the map of Nigeria which is called Map 1. Click on the tick box of Map 1 (under the 

padlock symbol) complete the edits. 

 

 
 

Adding a scale bar 

 

It is always good practice to add a scale bar to a map – this provides the reader a visualise 

indication of the size the feature, as well as the distance between features on map. A scale bar is 

a line represent major and minor tick divided by intervals. 

 

To add a scale bar: 
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 Click on the Add new scale bar to layer icon   

 Once the icon is clicked - move the crosshair cursor anywhere on to map canvas a click it. 
This should bring the New Items Properties menu. Just click OK to proceed 

 The scale bar will be added to the map canvas. We can crop away any extraneous areas 
by simply dragging the bottom upwards to fix the size of scale bar (see above image) 

 

We going make some edits to the scale bar – first, we want it to be positioned at the bottom-left 

corner inside the map of Nigeria. Also, we want the scale bar to appear as line with upwards ticks, 

and finally, we need to ensure that the scales are linked with the map of Nigeria.  

 

 Drag the scale bar image to the bottom-left corner inside the map 

 For the scale bar go into its Item Properties and under Main properties – the bit that reads 
Map should be set to the item Map 1. This means the dimensions on the scale bar will 

correspond to what’s on Map 1. The bit that reads Style – select Line Ticks UP 

 Under Segment settings – change the way the scale is split: from left 2 to left 0 and right 
4 to right 2 

 In the Items panel, click on the check box of <Scale bar> finalise edits and lock it 
 

 
 

Adding an arrow (or compass) 

 

Similarly, it is always good practice to add an arrow (or a compass) to a map – this feature enables 

the reader have a bearings of direction in which features are facing on a map. 

 

To add an arrow (or a compass): 

 

 Click on the Add new picture to layer icon  

 Again, once the icon is clicked - move the crosshair cursor anywhere on to map canvas a 
click it. This should bring the New Items Properties menu. Just click OK to proceed 

 An empty image will be added to the map canvas. Go into its Item Properties and Under 

Main Properties – change the Placement settings to Middle.  

 Under SVG Parameters – change the Fill colour settings to Black 

 Expand the option Search directories to select the appropriate image for our map  
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 Crop the image to size by dragging inwards one (or any) of the corners to a suitable size. 
The placement for this compass at the top-left corner inside the map of Nigeria (see image 

below) 

 In the Items panel, click on the check box of <Picture> to finalise edits and lock it 
 

 
 

Adding a map inset 

 

A map inset is another important feature in a map. It’s a supporting map feature alongside our 

parent map (i.e. Nigeria). Insets are typically displayed at a higher scale showing a much broader 

view of the study area.  

 

For instance, the epidemiological map shown earlier (see page XXX) features a map inset which 

has Africa as a supporting map highlight where Nigeria is in Africa. This is very useful especially 

for readers who, for instance, are not from Nigeria and may want to perceive whereabouts of the 

study location somewhere in the world. 
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We can add our map inset to bottom-right corner of the map canvas to show the whole of Africa 

by clicking on the add new map to layer icon  and drawing the outline to fit in the corner. 

 

 
 

Notice its added Nigeria again – this is because it’s the main layer active in our Layers Panel. We 

will need to go back to the Layers Panel in our Display Window leave only the African_countries 

layer active and deactivate all remaining layers. 

 

 DO NOT CLOSE PRINT COMPOSER WINDOW – just open the Display window and go to 
the Layers Panel 

 In the Layers Panel deactivate the following by unmarking their tick boxes beside them: 
National_boundaries, States_boundaries, LGA_Poverty_Prevalence_2010 and 

Local_Government_Authorities 

 Leave on African_countries active by not unchecking its tick box 

 Click on African_countries in the Layers Panel to highlight selection and then click on zoom 

to layer icon   for view its full extent 
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 Now, return to Print Composer. We can update the image to what’s displayed on the 
Display window by going into the Item Properties menu and clicking on the button Set to 

Map canvas extent which is under the Extents settings. 

 Again, we can move the contents, and zoom in & out of the image by clicking on the Move 

item content icon  and dragging the map of Africa to place. Let’s zoom-in (or out) 
gradually for Africa to fit the window. You can move the cursor to the image and hold the 

CRTL key and scroll with you mouse upwards to zoom-in, or scroll downwards to zoom-

out. 

 

 
 

 We are going to link our map inset (i.e. Map 2) with the Nigeria image (i.e. Map 1). Scroll 
further down in Item Properties and expand the options Overviews. Click on the GREEN 

PLUS sign to add an overview – this will be displayed as “Overview 1” in the textbox. Click 

on the settings Map frame tab and select Map 1. This action will link Map 1 to the map 

inset which is named as Map 2 in the Items panel. You can see a red show of colour 

highlighting the extent of Map 1 in our map inset. We have completed our map inset – lets 

add some final touches to it and the images 
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 Scroll down in Item Properties and mark the tick box for Frame to apply borders around 
the map inset (default colour: black). You can choose to increase the line’s thickness to 

0.40 mm 

 In the Item Properties and under Layers check the tick box for Lock layers, and then check 
the tick box for Lock styles for layers. This action will lock the image of Africa. 

 Finally, to complete edits for our added map inset – click on the tick box of Map 2 in the 
Items panel 

 

 

Adding Legends 

It is compulsory to include keys or legends to maps that describes geographical phenomenon. 

Here, we are showing the distribution of poverty at LGA-level across Nigeria. We can add our 

legends in the following steps: 

 Click on the add a new legend to layer icon  

 Again, once the icon is clicked - move the crosshair cursor anywhere on to map canvas a 

click it. This should bring the New Items Properties menu. Just click OK to proceed 

 This action should the legends on to our template. This will also appear as Legend in the 
list of items in the Items panel. Drag the legends into position beside Map 1 and above 

Map 2 

 In the Items Properties, under Legend items – always untick Auto Update! 

 We only want include the layer (i.e. LGA_Poverty_Prevalence_2010) with the colour ramps 
in the legend. We can remove everything else by selecting them and then clicking on the 

RED MINUS button 

 Change the title’s subheading LGA_Poverty_Prevalence_2010 to “Prevalence of poverty (%)” 
by double-clicking on the subheading “LGA_Poverty_Prevalence_2010” in the Legend items. 

A Legend item properties menu will appear – type in the textbox “Prevalence of poverty 

(%)” 

 Double click on each of the labels associated to the colour ramps in the Legend items 
option – change it accordingly as follows: 

o From “0.018 – 0.100” to “< 10.0%” 

o From “0.100 – 0.200” to “10.0-19.9%” and so on… 

o The last should be changed from “0.900 - 0.918” to “90.0% and above” 
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 Finally, to complete edits for our legends – click on the tick box of Legend in the Items 
panel 

 

 

Adding a title 

We can place a title at the top: 

 Click on the add labels to layer icon  and draw an area at full length of the map canvas 

 Before we add text – In the Item Properties: let’s give it a Background colour of Deep Blue 
and choose its Frame colour to be Black. Check the tick boxes for Frame and Background 

and select the colours Black and Deep Blue, respectively 

 Under Appearance setting: check the following for Horizontal alignment and Vertical 

alignment as Centre and Middle, respectively 
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 Scrolling to the top of Item Properties menu – there is a textbox under Main Properties. 
The current heading “Lorem ipsum”. Change this by typing “Prevalence of residents living 

in poverty (i.e. <$1.26 a day) in Nigeria (2010)” 

 The font size is very small. Click on the Font tab under the Appearance settings, and a Text 
Format menu will appear – here, under Font style select Bold and choose 20 as the text 

size. Click OK 

 Finally, to complete edits for title – click on the tick box for the title in the Items panel 

 

We have completed the construction of the map in Print Composer – we can choose to export the 

map as a pdf document, SVG or a digital image by clicking on one of the following icons: 
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The final product should be as follows: 

 

 

Summary 

We learn the basic features in a map composition and how to construct a map that is publication 

worthy. The next set of tutorials will be focused more on techniques on data management and 

spatial analyses – these will typically include analysis of aggregated data and various spatial 

interpolation approaches.  

Lessons 1, 2 and 3 are prerequisites for lessons 4 and 5.     

 


